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between network nodes across an MPLS domain. A data 
receive node transmits to a data transmit node the service 
label that the data receive node expects to receive embedded 
in packets originating from the data transmit node. Any 
packet that has this service label by the data receive node 
will therefore be treated and considered by this data receive 
node as originating from the data transmit node. 
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ATM OVER MPLS CONNECTION 
ESTABLISHMENT MECHANISM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application relates to US. Provisional Patent Appli 
cation 60/279,901 ?led Mar. 29, 2001. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to data network transmis 
sions and, more particularly, to methods and apparatus for 
implementing ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) connec 
tions over domains implementing MPLS (multiprotocol 
label switching) standards. 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

The ?eld of data networking is continuously evolving and 
part of this evolution is the emergence of new standards, 
protocols, and technologies. As an example, ATM 
technology, now widely used in many networks, was devel 
oped over the past decade to overcome speci?c drawbacks of 
the then existing networking technology. One consequence 
of this continuous development is the need to adapt existing 
technologies with the newly developed protocols and stan 
dards. 
One of these newly developed technologies is the MPLS 

standard. In an MPLS network, incoming packets are 
assigned a label by a label edge router (LER). Packets are 
forwarded along a label switch path (LSP) where each label 
switch router (LSR) makes forwarding decisions based 
solely on the contents of a label. At each hop, the LSR strips 
off the existing label and applies a new label. This new label 
then informs the next hop how to forward the packet. This 
technology, among other bene?ts, allows routers to make 
forwarding decisions based on the contents of a simple label 
rather than by performing complex route lookup operations. 

While the MPLS standard holds out much promise, ATM 
technology needs to be adapted to the MPLS standard so that 
the bene?ts of MPLS technology can be added to the ben 
e?ts of ATM technology. ATM technology provides access 
to a network by multiplexing user information into ?xed 
length units or cells. Using ATM technology, networks today 
can establish dedicated links between nodes. These links can 
be created as needed and can create high-throughput connec 
tions between nodes. Currently, there are no call control pro 
cedures for the establishment and clearing of ATM 
on-demand connections over MPLS. 

As noted above, an MPLS network consists of MPLS 
switches serving as LERs and LSRS and provides connec 
tion services for the establishment of MPLS connections. To 
establish on-demand ATM connections, ATM connection 
information needs to be exchanged between its call control 
peers or between two communicating ATM nodes. In ATM 
networks, ATM signalling protocols are used to exchange 
ATM connection information between call control peers or 
nodes. 
One major feature of MPLS is the unidirectional nature of 

its connections. Forwarding of a tra?ic ?ow is determined by 
the label attached to a data transfer unit. Since label assign 
ment in one direction is not associated with the reverse 
direction, there is no indication as to the original source of 
the data transfer unit. A destination node therefore cannot be 
determined from where tra?ic ?ow originated. Also, since in 
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2 
a uni-directional system the routing is label based, a route 
used by one data transfer unit may be different from a route 
used by a second data transfer unit even if both data transfer 
units originated from the same source and are heading to the 
same destination. This feature of the MPLS standard renders 
it quite difficult to set up an ATM style connection between 
two nodes. Furthermore, this feature renders any “link” 
between nodes across an MPLS domain as a unidirectional 

link. Coordinating control signals between two nodes is, 
again, rendered difficult. 
From the above, what is therefore required is a solution 

which will allow ATM connections to be established across 
domains implementing the MPLS standard. 

It should be noted that the term data transmission unit 
(DTU) will be used in a generic sense throughout this docu 
ment to mean units through which digital data is transmitted 
from one point in a network to another. Thus, such units may 
take the form of packets, cells, frames, or any other unit as 
long as digital data is encapsulated within the unit. Thus, the 
term DTU is applicable to any and all packets and frames 
that implement speci?c protocols, standards or transmission 
schemes. It should also be noted that the term digital data 
will be used throughout this document to encompass all 
manner of voice, multimedia content, video, binary data or 
any other form of data or information that has been digitized 
and that is transmitted from one point in a network to 
another as a payload of a data transmission unit. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention meets the above need by providing 
methods and apparatus for establishing connections between 
network nodes across an MPLS domain. A data receive node 
transmits to a data transmit node the service label that the 
data receive node expects to receive embedded in data trans 
fer units originating from the data transmit node. Any DTU 
that has this service label and is received by the data receive 
node will therefore be treated and considered by this data 
receive node as originating from the data transmit node. 

In one aspect, the present invention provides a method of 
establishing a bi-directional data transfer connection 
between a ?rst node and a second node across a domain 
which only allows unidirectional data ?ow, the method com 
prising: 

a) sending a setup message from the ?rst node to the sec 
ond node, said setup message containing a ?rst connection 
service label for a backward direction of data ?ow, said 
backward direction being from said second node to said ?rst 
node; 

b) receiving said setup message at said second node and 
reserving said ?rst connection service label for digital data 
being sent from said second node to said ?rst node; 

0) sending a response message from the second node to 
the ?rst node, said response message containing a second 
connection service label for a forward direction of data ?ow, 
said forward direction being from said ?rst node to said 
second node; and 

d) receiving said response message at said ?rst node and 
reserving said second connection service label for data being 
sent from said ?rst node to said second node, 
wherein 
for forward data transmission in said forward direction, data 
transfer unit for said forward data transmission will be 
labelled with said second connection service label and for a 
backward data transmission in said backward direction, data 
transfer units for said backward data transmission will be 
labelled with said ?rst connection service label. 
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In a second aspect, the present invention provides a setup 
message sent from a ?rst node to a second node for estab 
lishing a data transfer connection across a domain Which 
only alloWs unidirectional data How, said setup message 
containing a connection service label to be used by said 
second node When transmitting digital data to said ?rst node 
on said data transfer connection. 

In a third aspect, the present invention provides a response 
message sent in response to a setup message from a ?rst 
node establishing a data transfer connection across a domain 
Which only alloWs unidirectional data How, said response 
message being sent from a second node to said ?rst node and 
containing a connection service label to be used by said ?rst 
node When transmitting data to said second node on said data 
transfer connection. 

In a fourth aspect, the present invention provides a data 
transfer unit being sent from a transmitting node to a receiv 
ing node, said data transfer unit having a service label indi 
cating a processing context that determines hoW said unit is 
to be processed by said receiving node, said unit being used 
in a unidirectional data transfer connection and said service 
label being determined by said receiving node. 

In a ?fth aspect, the present invention provides a ?rst net 
Work sWitch for bridging betWeen a ?rst domain Which only 
alloWs unidirectional How and a second domain, the ?rst 
sWitch including: 

a ?rst module for transmitting or receiving ?rst data trans 
mission units to or from the second domain; 

a second module for transmitting or receiving second data 
transmission units to or from the ?rst domain; 

a sWitch core module placed betWeen the ?rst and second 
modules for sWitching data betWeen the ?rst and sec 
ond modules, 

Wherein the ?rst netWork sWitch executes computer read 
able and computer executable instructions for implementing 
a method for establishing a data transfer connection betWeen 
the ?rst netWork sWitch and a second netWork sWitch across 
the ?rst domain, the method including: 

a) sending a setup message from the ?rst netWork sWitch 
to the second netWork sWitch, said setup message containing 
a ?rst connection service label for a backward direction of 
data How, said backWard direction being from said second 
netWork sWitch to said ?rst netWork sWitch; 

b) receiving a response message from the second netWork 
sWitch, the response message containing a second connec 
tion service label for a forWard direction of data How, the 
forWard direction being from the [second] ?rst sWitch to the 
[?rst] second sWitch and reserving said second connection 
service label for data being sent from said ?rst sWitch to said 
second sWitch, 
such that 
for forWard data transmission in said forWard direction, data 
packets for said forWard data transmission Will be labelled 
With said second connection service label and for a back 
Ward data transmission in said backWard direction, data 
packets for said backward data transmission Will be labelled 
With said ?rst connection service label. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A better understanding of the invention may be obtained 
by reading the detailed description of the invention beloW, in 
conjunction With the folloWing draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a topology of an MPLS domain; 
FIG. 1A is a data How diagram illustrating the exchange 

of data and DTUS betWeen tWo ATM nodes establishing a 
connection across an MPLS domain; 
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4 
FIG. 2 illustrates a possible format for a generic identi?er 

transport information element; 
FIG. 3 is a possible format for a packet implementing 

ATM protocols over an MPLS frame; 

FIG. 4 illustrates topology having multiple MPLS 
domains; 

FIG. 5 is a How chart detailing the steps executed by an 
initiating ATM node When initiating a data transfer connec 
tion With a responding ATM node; 

FIG. 6 is a How chart detailing the steps executed by a 
responding ATM node When responding to a setup PDU 
from an initiating ATM node; and 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an ATM sWitch Which incor 
porates an embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, a topology 10 of an MPLS domain 20 
is illustrated. As can be seen, MPLS nodes 30A, 30B, 30C, 
30D, 30E, and 30F are illustrated. Also illustrated in FIG. 1 
are a ?rst ATM node 40 and a second ATM node 50. Both the 
?rst ATM node 40 and the second ATM node 50 are located 
on the edges of an MPLS domain occupied by MPLS nodes 
30A, 30B, 30C, 40D, 30E and 30F. 
Any one of the MPLS nodes can receive a DTU and route 

that DTU based solely on a transport label Within the DTU. 
As example, if MPLS node 30A receives a DTU With trans 
port label A1, node 30A may route that DTU to MPLS node 
30E based on the transport label A1. MPLS node 30A may 
also strip that transport label A1 off the DTU and replace it 
With a different transport label prior to transmitting the DTU 
to the next MPLS node. Because of the forWard passing or 
hoping of DTUS based on transport labels that may be 
changed or deleted by the MPLS nodes, the origin of a DTU 
may be lost after a feW hops. 

Di?iculties may occur if the ?rst ATM node 40 Wishes to 
establish a data link or a connection to the second ATM node 
50. Part of the ATM standard is the ability to designate, When 
required, dedicated data channels betWeen ATM nodes. Such 
dedicated data channels Would therefore be reserved for 
digital data tra?ic betWeen tWo speci?c nodes in a virtual 
channel connection or in a virtual path betWeen the 2 nodes. 
These channels are not necessarily point-to-point physical 
links betWeen the ATM nodes in question but may be “vir 
tual” channels that only route data betWeen the tWo ATM 
nodes in question. Thus, a virtual channel connection 
(V CC), a concatenation of virtual channel links that extends 
betWeen tWo ATM nodes, can be created betWeen the ATM 
nodes. Such a channel may be classi?ed as a data tunnel, 
de?ned as a secure, virtual point-to-point link that connects 
tWo ATM nodes and transfers a payload betWeen the tWo 
nodes With the payload, including service labels, not being 
modi?able by intervening nodes. The transmission of DTUS 
through these channels is assisted by virtual path identi?ers 
(V PI) or by virtual channel identi?ers (V CI). 
To connect the ATM nodes 40 and 50 With a temporary 

channel, knoWn as a sWitched virtual channel (SVC), or a 
permanent channel, knoWn as a permanent virtual channel 
(PVC), the connection to Which DTUS belong must be 
knoWn at each out of a channel. This information must 
accompany each data transmission through the channel so 
that the digital data in the transmission be processed accord 
ingly. The processing of DTUS at each end of a channel 
usually depends on the speci?c characteristics or con?gura 
tion of the channel. As an example, DTUS for channel x 
betWeen ATM nodes A and ATM node B may need to be 
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processed in a speci?c certain manner that is different from 
the processing that DTUS for channel y between the same 
two nodes receive. Typically, however, the channel con?gu 
ration involves the processing of the DTUS after they pass 
through the ATM channels. Thus, DTUS in channel x from 
node A to node B may need to be forwarded to node Q after 
they exit node B. Similarly, DTUS in channel y, as between 
the same two nodes A and B, may need to be forwarded to 
node R after exiting node B. 
A solution to the above issue is that of using an immutable 

or unchangeable service label between the two ATM nodes 
for a speci?c connection or channel. This is done by having a 
receive ATM node (a node receiving data) de?ne a service 
label that it will expect from a transmit ATM node (a node 
transmitting data) for that connection. This service label is 
then sent to the transmit ATM node. Once received, the 
transmit ATM node will reserve that service label for any 
DTUS that need to be transmitted to the receive ATM node 
on that connection. Thus, any DTUS heading for the receive 
ATM node on the speci?c connection will have that service 
label. At the other end of the virtual channel, any DTUS 
received by the ATM receive node which has that service 
label will be considered to be for that speci?c connection 
and will be processed accordingly. This scheme avoids the 
need to encode an origin address for a DTU as connection 
context is implicitly de?ned by the service label of a DTU. 
One other advantage to the above scheme relates to the 

unchanging nature of service labels in MPLS technology. 
Since service labels are not within the purview of MPLS 
LSR (label switched routine) nodes in terms of routing, they 
remain the same no matter how many changes are made to a 
DTU transport label. Thus, using the nodes in FIG. 1, if 
service label A1 is associated with connection A, between 
node 40 and node 50, any data packets passing through that 
connection through the MPLS domain 20 will have that ser 
vice label. In travelling through the MPLS domain 20, any of 
the MPLS nodes 30A . . . 30F may remove, replace, or add to 

the transport label(s) used by the data packets. However, 
these MPLS nodes, since they are label switched routers 
(LSRS), cannot change the service label assigned to the data 
packets. The service label therefore provides an immutable 
connection identi?er for data packets as they travel through 
an MPLS domain. 

It should be clear that, given the unidirectional nature of 
MPLS routing, two service labels will need to be exchanged 
between any two ATM nodes wishing to establish a bidirec 
tional data connection. One service label will therefore serve 
as the service label for data being transmitted from node A to 
node B. Another service label will serve as the service label 
for data going in the opposite direction or from node B to 
node A. 
One possible issue regarding the above service label con 

cept is that of routing a setup or initialiZe DTU between a 
receive ATM node and a transmit ATM node. The setup DTU 
would setup one unidirectional channel between the receive 
ATM node and the transmit ATM node. A response DTU, 
sent in response to the setup DTU, not only acknowledges 
the setup DTU but also sets up another unidirectional chan 
nel between the received ATM node and the transmit ATM 
node. Clearly, these two unidirectional channels between the 
two ATM nodes transmit data in opposite directions and 
effectively form a single bidirectional channel. The routing 
of both the setup and response DTUS is effected by using 
dedicated control channels between the two ATM nodes. 
These channels can be set up when the network is engi 
neered or created. Speci?c service labels are set aside for 
each unidirectional control channel between ATM nodes. 
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6 
Using ATM nodes 40 and 50 in FIG. 1, FIG. 1A illustrates 

the data ?ow and exchange of DTUS and PDUs (Protocol 
Data Units) between two ATM nodes across an MPLS 
domain. Each vertical line FIG. 1A denotes an ATM nodes 
which each horiZontal line denotes data ?ow or the transmis 
sion of a speci?c DTU or PDU between the two ATM nodes. 
Also noted in FIG. 1A are the actions taken by each ATM 
node as it receives a new DTU from the other nodes. If ATM 
node 40 at the inception of the network needs to set up a 
control channel with ATM nodes 50, ATM node 40 sends a 
con?guration DTU to ATM node 50 containing service label 
M. ATM node 50, once it receives the con?guration DTU, 
allocates service label M as being for control data on the 
control channel transmitting to ATM node 40. ATM node 50 
also creates a con?guring response DTU containing service 
label N for transmission to ATM node 40. When ATM node 
40 receives this con?guration response DTU, ATM node 40 
reserves service label N for control data on the control chan 
nel transmitting to ATM node 50. 
By the above method, a bidirectional control channel 

between ATM node 40 and ATM node 50 is created. Control 
DTUS from ATM node 40 going to ATM node 50 will have 
service label N while control DTUS from ATM node 50 to 
ATM node 40 will have service label M. Thus, to set up a 
connection between these two ATM nodes, one ATM node 
will initiate the process by sending a setup DTU containing a 
service label for use by the connection in the reverse direc 
tion (from node 50 to node 40) to the other ATM node using 
the control channel and the relevant service label N. This 
sets up one unidirectional connection channel. The other 
ATM node, in response to this setup DTU, will then send a 
response DTU containing a service label for use by the con 
vection in the forward direction (from node 40 to node 50) to 
set up the other unidirectional connection channel using the 
control channel and relevant service label M. 

With control channels and control service labels estab 
lished between ATM nodes, control signals can be passed 
between ATM nodes and virtual channels, either SVCs or 
PVCs, can be set up between them. The process proceeds as 
such: ATM node 40 desires a channel for a speci?c connec 
tion with ATM node 50. ATM node 40 thus sends a setup 
PDU (protocol data unit), or a setup DTU, to ATM node 50 
with a predetermined service label N reserved for control 
DTUS. It is assumed that service label N is preassigned to 
the control channel ?owing from the ATM node 40 to the 
ATM node 50. Contained within the setup PDU as part of its 
payload is a service label Z that ATM node 40 wishes to use 
for the virtual connection where VPl.VCl=x.y between itself 
and ATM node 50. This service label Z is thus to be used for 
data ?owing from ATM node 50 to ATM node 40 for virtual 
connection x.y. 
Once the setup PDU is transmitted from ATM node 40, it 

then traverses the MPLS domain, during which the setup 
PDU may or may not undergo numerous changes in its trans 
ported label. Once the setup PDU arrives at ATM node 50, 
this node checks the service label associated with the setup 
PDU and determines that, since service label N is used, the 
setup PDU is a control DTU. After further processing, ATM 
node 50 determines that ATM node 40 wishes to establish a 
data transfer connection labelled x.y and that service label Z 
is to be used for this connection. ATM node 50 thus reserves 
this service label Z for any data or connection x.y ?owing 
from itself to ATM node 40. Depending on the type of con 
nection desired by ATM node 40 the setup packet will also 
have con?guration data for the connection. Parameters and 
con?guration information such as the processing that DTUS 
on this connection will receive and the end destination of 
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such DTUS may be in the setup DTU. ATM node 50 Will 
thus reserve resources for the expected data transfer connec 
tion based on con?guration information contained in the 
control packet. 

With resources allocated, ATM node 50 then creates a 
response PDU and associates With this response PDU the 
predetermined service label M. Again, it is assumed that 
service label M is preassigned to the control or channel ?oW 
ing from ATM node 50 to ATM node 40. As part of the 
payload for this response PDU, a service label Y is desig 
nated by ATM node 50 as the service label to be used for the 
data transfer connection labelled x.y for data How from ATM 
node 40 to ATM node 50 on this connection. This response 
PDU is then transmitted to the ATM node 40. It should be 
noted that the response PDU is also a control DTU but is 
created and sent in response to a setup PDU. 

Once the ATM node 40 receives the response PDU from 
the ATM node 50, ATM node 40 then reserves the service 
label Y as the service label for data received from ATM node 
50 for that particular connection x.y. Data can noW be 
exchanged betWeen ATM nodes 40 and 50 for connection 
x.y. For data ?oWing from ATM node 40 to ATM node 50, 
connection x.y DTUS Will use service label Y While data 
?oWing from ATM node 50 to ATM node 40, connection x.y 
DTUS Will use service label Z. 

While the above example uses a response PDU to transmit 
service label Y from ATM node 50 to ATM node 40, not all 
response PDUs need to carry such a service label. A 
response PDU may have a different function from that of 
merely delivering the service label. Although this function of 
delivering the relevant service label is a primary function of 
the response PDU, the response PDU can be used to, among 
other functions, alert the other ATM node that the setup PDU 
has been received or alert the other ATM node that the rel 
evant service label is on its Way, or that the setup PDU is 
being processed. As such, the response PDU may alert the 
other ATM node that the timer on the other ATM node 
should be extended to prevent a time-out condition. As long 
as the important function of delivering the service label is 
performed by a subsequent response PDU, the preceding 
response PDUs may perform other functions related to the 
setup PDU such as the alerting function explained above. 
As the payload for either the setup PDU or the response 

PDU, a generic identi?er transport information element 
(GIT IE) may be used to identify the service labels to be 
used. Such a GIT IE may have a format as illustrated in FIG. 
2. 

To signify that MPLS service label data is being trans 
ported by the GIT IE, the Identi?er Type ?eld in the format 
illustrated in FIG. 2 can be given a speci?c value such as 5. 
The service label data being transported can then be stored in 
the Identi?er Value ?eld. The length or siZe in bytes of this 
service label data can then be stored in the Identi?er Length 
?eld. The Identi?er Related Application ?eld can be user or 
vendor speci?c. As an example, an equipment manufacturer 
may Wish to use a value of 3 for the Identi?er Related Appli 
cation ?eld to denote a speci?c product line such that an 
ATM sWitch implementing the invention can recogniZe 
setup PDUs originating from compatible equipment. ATM 
protocols may be implemented over MPLS frames by using 
the format as illustrated in FIG. 3. As can be seen from FIG. 
3, a PPP (point to point protocol) ?eld 60 provides for data 
related to the PPP protocol While a transport label ?eld 70 
and a service label ?eld 80 alloW for the use of the packet 
over an MPLS domain. An ATM common header ?eld 90 
provides space for ATM related data While the payload 100 
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8 
contains the data to be transported. A CRC (cyclic redun 
dancy check) ?eld 110 provides error correction for the 
DTU. 

It should be noted that the scheme explained above can be 
used for ATM nodes that may be separated by multiple 
MPLS domains. FIG. 4 illustrates such a topology. In FIG. 4, 
ATM nodes 40 and 50 are separated by MPLS domains 20A, 
20B, 20C. Domains 20A and 20B are bridged by a bridge 
server 120 While domains 20B and 20C are bridged by 
bridge server 130. ATM node 40 is connected to MPLS 
domain 20A While ATM node 50 is connected to MPLS 
domain 20C. Once a connection is established betWeen the 
tWo ATM nodes, the service labels they have reserved for 
each other are inviolate relative to the MPLS domains. A 
DTU travelling from ATM node 40 to ATM node 50 may 
undergo numerous changes in transport labels or transport 
labels may be stacked Within that DTU but this does not 
change the service label associated With it. Thus, regardless 
of hoW many MPLS domains a DUT may traverse, and 
regardless of its routing, When that DTU is received by ATM 
node 50, that DTU Will be processed in accordance With its 
speci?c connection con?guration. 

FIG. 4 also highlights another advantage of the transport 
label system explained above. Simply put, a single transport 
label can be used to route a DTU from its origin node to its 
destination node and provides a peering relationship 
betWeen ATM nodes for routing through MPLS domains. 
While the illustration in FIG. 3 shoWs only one MPLS trans 
port label ?eld 70, this ?eld can be used to “stack” multiple 
transport labels. Thus, referring to FIG. 4, ATM node 40 can 
add an initial transport label TL1 to the transport label ?eld 
of a DTU designating ATM node 50 as the destination. When 
the DTU traverses MPLS domains 20A, 20B, 20C other 
transport labels can be added or deleted as required to the 
transport label ?eld Without affecting or modifying the ini 
tial transport label TL1. Thus, the DTU may have transport 
label TLA added to the transport label ?eld for traversing 
MPLS domain 20A. The ATM node 40 can, in addition to 
the initial transport label TL1, add transport label TLA to the 
transport label ?eld. The transport label TLA Will route the 
DTU from ATM node 40 to bridge server 120. At bridge 
server 120, transport label TLA is removed and replaced by 
transport label TLB Without affecting the initial transport 
label TL1. Transport label TLB Will then route the DTU to 
bridge server 130. Then, bridge server 130 Will remove 
transport label TLB and replace this With transport label 
TLC, again Without affecting the initial transport label TL1. 
Transport label TLC Will route the DTU from bridge server 
130 to the ATM node 50. 
While the above explanation and example notes the 

replacement of interim transport labels at the bridge servers 
120, 130 further interim transport labels may be added and 
deleted from the DTU When the DTU is traversing any of the 
domains. Interim transport label TLA-1 may thus be added 
to the transport label ?eld of the DTU When the DTU is 
traversing MPLS domain 20A and Without affecting either 
transport label TLA or the initial transport label TL1. This 
interim transport label TLA-1 may then be removed from the 
transport label ?eld of the DTU When the interim transport 
label is no longer required. Other transport labels may thus 
be added or deleted Without affecting the previous transport 
labels. In this reuse, transport labels are added and discarded 
in a manner similar to that of a last-in ?rst-out (LIFO) 
stackithe most recently added transport labels are the ?rst 
transport labels to be discarded. 
The above scheme of a single transport label used for 

routing DTUS betWeen peer or similar nodes, such as tWo 
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ATM nodes, allows for simplicity and loW overhead When 
transmitting digital data between peer nodes. The scheme 
may also be used to differentiate betWeen tra?ic classes in 
tra?ic betWeen tWo nodes. From the above example, When 
ever ATM node 40 needs to send digital [dat] data to ATM 
node 50, then the DTU need only have an initial transport 
label TL1 for the digital data to arrive a ATM node 50. 

It should be noted that service labels used for connections 
betWeen ATM nodes may be released When a connection is 
terminated. Once a connection is terminated, a release PDU, 
also a control DTU similar to the setup and response DTUS 
or other types of DTUS, is sent to each ATM node affected 
by the terminated connection. This release PDU is sent via 
the dedicated control channels to the ATM nodes. When 
received, the release PDU instructs the ATM node to release 
the service labels associated With a speci?c connection. In 
the example given above, if the connection x.y is terminated, 
then service labels Y and Z are released. These tWo service 
labels can then be used by other ATM nodes for their con 
nections. A release PDU may be generated by events other 
than a connection termination. As an example, if a fault at 
either end of a connection occurs, this can trigger a release 
PDU for all ATM nodes affected. It should be noted that 
local faults generated at an ATM node may also trigger such 
a release of service labels. 

Referring to FIG. 5, illustrated is a How chart detailing the 
steps taken by a initiating ATM node that initiates a connec 
tion With a responding ATM node. The process begins With 
the initiating ATM node creating or modifying a setup PDU 
in step 140. Step 150 consists of the initiating ATM node 
adding a receive data service label to the setup PDU. This 
receive data service label is to be used by the responding 
ATM node When transmitting data to the initiating ATM 
node. It should be noted that the bidirectional channel to be 
set up betWeen the initiating ATM node and the responding 
ATM node is for one speci?c connection. 

After the receive data service label is incorporated into the 
setup PDU, the initiating ATM node transmits the setup PDU 
to the responding ATM node in step 160. This is done using 
prede?ned control channel service labels and transport 
labels. After transmitting the setup PDU to the responding 
ATM node, the initiating ATM node then Waits for a 
response PDU from the responding ATM node. This 
response PDU serves as acknowledgement from the 
responding ATM node that the setup PDU has been received 
and its commands have been executed. The initiating ATM 
node then receives the response PDU from the responding 
ATM node in step 170. Again, this step is executed using 
prede?ned control channel service labels and transport 
labels. In step 180, the initiating ATM node then extracts a 
transmit data service label from the response PDU. This 
transmit data service label is to be used by the initiating 
ATM node When transmitting data to the responding ATM 
node for the particular connection being set up. 

With the transmit data service label having been received 
by the initiating ATM node, the connection is ?nally estab 
lished by allocating the resources and to establish the con 
?guration connection based on information contained in the 
response PDU (step 190). This step may include such pro 
cesses as allocating bandWidth for the particular connection 
and allocating the receive transmit data service label for any 
data to be sent to the responding ATM node. It should be 
clear that, prior to step 190, the forWarding and/or process 
ing of other PDUs may be accomplished before the ATM call 
establishment is completed. 
Once the channel has been set up, either step 200 or step 

210 is executed. In step 210, the initiating ATM node trans 
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mits data to the responding ATM transmit node using the 
transmit data service label that Was received through the 
response PDU. Alternatively, in step 210 the initiating ATM 
node receives data from the responding ATM node With the 
receive data service label attached to the data. It should be 
clear that either of these steps can be executed concurrently 
or simultaneously by the initiating ATM node given that step 
200 is executed for the data channel for data travelling from 
the initiating ATM node to the responding ATM node, While 
step 210 is for the channel for data travelling from the 
responding ATM node to the initiating ATM node. 

It should be noted that the steps in the How chart in FIG. 5 
is executed by the initiating ATM node When establishing a 
connection With a responding ATM transmit node. The 
responding ATM node executes a similar sequence of steps 
to those illustrated in FIG. 5. These steps are illustrated in 
FIG. 6. 

Referring to FIG. 6, the process folloWed by the respond 
ing ATM node begins With step 220. This step involves 
receiving the setup PDU from the initiating ATM node using 
the prede?ned control channel service label and transport 
label. The receive data service label is then extracted (step 
230) from the setup PDU. If required, the setup con?gura 
tion can be forWarded to the initiating node after step 230. 
This can only be done after the transport data service label is 
knoWn. Step 240 is establishing the connection content or 
con?guration speci?c connection as indicated by data 
included in the setup PDU. This step includes allocating any 
resources that need to be allocated and determining hoW 
incoming packets on the connection being setup is to be 
processed. In step 250, the responding PDU creates a 
response PDU that Will be transmitted to the initiating ATM 
node. Step 260 adds a transmit data service label to the 
response PDU. This transmit data service label Will be 
expected by the responding ATM node from data travelling 
from the initiating ATM node on the connection currently 
being established. In step 270 the response PDU is transmit 
ted to the initiating ATM node using prede?ned control 
channel service labels and transport labels. With the 
response PDU transmitted, the forWarding and processing of 
other PDUs to complete the ATM call establishment can be 
accomplished. The next step can be either of step 280 or step 
290. Step 280 sends data to the initiating ATM node using 
the received data service label extracted from the setup PDU. 
In step 290, data is received data from the initiating ATM 
node using the transmit data service label that Was transmit 
ted to the initiating ATM node using the response PDU. 

Embodiments of the invention may be implemented in 
any conventional computer programming language. For 
example, preferred embodiments may be implemented in a 
procedural programming language (e.g. “C”) or an object 
oriented language (e.g. “C++”). Alternative embodiments of 
the invention may be implemented as pre-programmed hard 
Ware elements, other related components, or as a combina 
tion of hardWare and softWare components. 

Embodiments can be implemented as a computer program 
product for use With a computer system. Such implementa 
tion may include a series of computer instructions ?xed 
either on a tangible medium, such as a computer readable 
medium (e.g., a diskette, CD-ROM, ROM, or ?xed disk) or 
transmittable to a computer system, via a modem or other 
interface device, such as a communications adapter con 
nected to a netWork over a medium. The medium may be 
either a tangible medium (e.g., optical or electrical commu 
nications lines) or a medium implemented With Wireless 
techniques (e.g., microWave, infrared or other transmission 
techniques). The series of computer instructions embodies 
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all or part of the functionality previously described herein. 
Those skilled in the art should appreciate that such computer 
instructions can be Written in a number of programming lan 
guages for use With many computer architectures or operat 
ing systems. Furthermore, such instructions may be stored in 
any memory device, such as semiconductor, magnetic, opti 
cal or other memory devices, and may be transmitted using 
any communications technology, such as optical, infrared, 
microWave, or other transmission technologies. It is 
expected that such a computer program product may be dis 
tributed as a removable medium With accompanying printed 
or electronic documentation (e.g., shrink Wrapped software), 
preloaded With a computer system (e.g., on system ROM or 
?xed disk), or distributed from a server over the netWork 
(e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web). Of course, some 
embodiment of the invention may be implemented as a com 
bination of both softWare (eg a computer program product) 
and hardWare. Still other embodiments of the invention may 
be implemented as entirely hardWare, or entirely softWare 
(e. g. a computer program product). 

Furthermore it should be clear that While the ATM nodes 
in the Figures are located at the edges of the MPLS domain, 
these nodes may, be placed Within the MPLS domain in an 
implementation of the invention. 

Referring to FIG. 7, a block diagram of an ATM sWitch 
Which may use the invention. As noted above, the ATM 
nodes in FIG. 1 are on the edges of an MPLS domain. These 
ATM nodes can take the form of ATM sWitches Which inter 
face betWeen the MPLS domain and an ATM domain. Suit 
able ATM sWitches Which may use the invention include the 
Nortel Networks Passport line of sWitches including the 
Passport 15000 line of multi-functional sWitches. 
As can be seen in FIG. 7, the ATM sWitch 300 has three 

main components: an input module 310, a sWitch core 320, 
and an output module 330. The input module 310 receives 
DTUS from the ATM domain. The sWitch core 320 then 
sWitches these DTUS to the proper egress ports on the output 
module 330. Prior to the ATM DTUS being transmitted to 
the MPLS domain, it should be clear that the transport of 
these ATM DTUS across the MPLS domain needs to be 
provisioned. It is at this point that the ATM sWitch imple 
ments the invention as explained above. The implementation 
can be carried out by the output module 330 prior to trans 
mitting the ATM DTUS across the MPLS domain. 
Alternatively, an extra MPLS module 340 may be provided 
betWeen the output module Would process the ATM DTUS 
and ensure that such ATM DTUS are properly encapsulated 
in an MPLS DTU that has the format illustrated in FIG. 3. 
Furthermore, such an MPLS module Would ensure that the 
MPLS transport of the ATM DTUS is properly provisioned. 
To this end, the MPLS module Would handle the signalling 
and service label provisioning betWeen the ATM sWitch it is 
attached to and the ATM sWitch at the other edge of the 
MPLS domain. The MPLS module Would therefore perform 
the processing, signalling, encapsulation, and service label 
allocation that are outline above. 

A person understanding the above-described invention 
may noW conceive of alternative designs, using the prin 
ciples described herein. All such designs Which fall Within 
the scope of the claims appended hereto are considered to be 
part of the present invention. 
We claim: 
1. A method of establishing a data transfer connection 

betWeen a ?rst node and a second node across a domain 
Which only alloWs unidirectional data How, the method com 
prising: 

a) sending a setup message from the ?rst node to the sec 
ond node, said setup message containing a ?rst connec 
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tion service label for a backWard direction of data How, 
said backWard direction being from said second node to 
said ?rst node; 

b) receiving said setup message at said second node and 
reserving said ?rst connection service label for data 
being sent from said second node to said ?rst node; 

c) sending a response message from the second node to 
the ?rst node, said response message containing a sec 
ond connection service label for a forWard direction of 
data How, said forWard direction being from said [sec 
ond]?rsl node to said [?rst] second node; and 

d) receiving said response message at said ?rst node and 
reserving said second connection service label for data 
being sent from said ?rst node to said second node, 

Wherein 
for forWard data transmission in said forWard direction, data 
packets for said forWard data transmission Will be [labelled] 
labeled With said second connection service label and for a 
backWard data transmission in said backWard direction, data 
packets for said backWard data transmission Will be 
[labelled] labeled With said ?rst connection service label. 

2. A method as in claim 1 Wherein nodes in said domain 
implement a speci?c unidirectional protocol. 

3. A method as in claim 2 Wherein said protocol routes 
data transfer units based on at least one transport label car 
ried by said units. 

4. A method as in claim 1 Wherein said setup message is 
labeled With a ?rst predetermined control service label con 
trol messages being sent in said forWard direction. 

5. A method as in claim 4 Wherein said response messages 
is labeled With a second predetermined control service label 
for control messages being sent in said backWard direction. 

6. A ?rst netWork sWitch for bridging betWeen a ?rst 
domain Which only alloWs unidirectional How and a second 
domain, the ?rst sWitch including: 

a ?rst module for transmitting or receiving ?rst data trans 
mission units to or from the second domain; 

a second module for transmitting or receiving second data 
transmission units to or from the ?rst domain; 

a sWitch core module placed betWeen the ?rst and second 
modules for sWitching data betWeen the ?rst and sec 
ond modules, 

Wherein the ?rst netWork sWitch executes computer read 
able and computer executable instructions for imple 
menting a method for establishing a data transfer con 
nection betWeen the ?rst netWork sWitch and a second 
netWork sWitch across the ?rst domain, the method 
including: 

a) sending a setup message from the ?rst netWork sWitch 
to the second netWork sWitch, said setup message con 
taining a ?rst connection service label for a backWard 
direction of data How, said backWard direction being 
from said second netWork sWitch to said ?rst netWork 
sWitch; 

b) receiving a response message from the second netWork 
sWitch, the response message containing a second con 
nection service label for a forWard direction of data 
How, the forWard direction being from the [second] ?rst 
sWitch to the [?rst] second sWitch and reserving said 
second connection service label for data being sent 
from said ?rst sWitch to said second sWitch, such that 
for forWard data transmission in said forWard direction, 
data packets for said forWard data transmission Will be 
labeled With said second connection service label and 
for a backWard data transmission in said backWard 
direction, data packets for said backWard data transmis 
sion Will be labeled With said ?rst connection service 
label. 
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7. A switch as in claim 6 wherein nodes in said ?rst 
domain implement a speci?c unidirectional protocol. 

8. A switch as in claim 7 wherein said protocol routes data 
transfer units based on at least one transport label carried by 
said units. 

9. A switch as in claim 6 wherein said setup message is 
labelled with a ?rst predetermined control service label con 
trol messages being sent in said forward direction. 
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10. A switch as in claim 9 wherein said response messages 

is labeled with a second predetermined control service label 
for control messages being sent in said backward direction. 

11. A switch as in claim 6 wherein the ?rst domain is an 
MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switched) domain and the sec 
ond domain is an ATM domain. 


